Welcome to the Naval Officers' Resort at the Naval Base of South Eubean Gulf in Agia Marina
The Naval Base of South Eubean Gulf (NBNE) is an independent Naval Department of the Hellenic Navy reporting to the Hellenic Navy General Staff Headquarters with total administrative freedoms. For all the jurisdictions of NBNE, responsible is its' Commanding Officer (CO) with his Staff. The officers of NBNE are responsible for partial jurisdictions designated in detail by the Code of Operation. NBNE ensures the maintenance and operation of the Naval Officers' Resort.

History of the Naval Officers' Resort
The Naval Officers' Resort was built in 1971 by the technical office of Doxiadis Associates (at the time, a private sector famous worldwide for its urban planning and development). On the 25th of May 1972, the resort opened for the first time with its first CO of NBNE, the Commander B. Patelis. Meanwhile, it was on the 1st of July 1972 that Naval Officers' Resort opened its' gates for the first time for vacationers. Eligible Hellenic Navy officers and civilian employees accompanied by their families can stay for leisure at the Resort enjoying their holidays in high quality lodging facilities with particularly favourable economic terms.

The resort is made up of three lodges (two of them with 53 rooms each H1, H2 and the rest ones with 48 rooms H3) and 133 houses belonging to three different categories depending on the bedroom capacity. In total, the resort consists of 277 rooms and 1062 beds. In addition the resort provides other facilities such as a main restaurant, a grill tavern, a pastry shop, a bar, a church, ATM Banking, a dancing club, various sports facilities, a mini golf court, a summer-open air cinema, an internet café, a children's playground with a variety of toys and a summer-open air cinema that specifically entertains children. During the peak days of the season, more than 1500 people are accommodated in the resort.
Where are we located?

The Navy Officers’ Resort is situated at the eastern suburbs of Attiki – a popular summer vacation spot for the residents of Athens - at the quiet and private bay of Agia Marina. The beach of Agia Marina stretches 500m, is fully organized offering the bathers a vast variety of services (cafeteria, bar, restaurant, pastry shop, showers, changing rooms, toilets etc.) and is famous for the quality, calmness and beauty of its waters.

For those interested in sightseeing, the historical area of Marathon is located nearby with archaeological sites and museums. Moreover, at a distance of no more than 15 minutes by car is the much-frequented resort town of Nea Makri with lots of taverns, cafeterias, night-clubs and bars by the sea, which offer ideal evening escapes.
Marathon is a town at the northeast suburbs of Attiki. It is one of the most ancient municipalities of Greece known worldwide. Its name originates from the local hero Marathos, who became famous after the battle of Marathon in September 490 B.C. between the Athenians and the Persians. Marathon gave his name to the famous Marathon race in memory of the heroic figure Fidipidis (a soldier of the battle). Fidipidis run to the city of Athens to give the Athenians the victorious outcome of the battle and sadly died right after shouting the historical phrase “we won - nenikikamen” to the Athenians. As a result, the 42 km route Fidipidis ran was established as an Olympic Game. The area also hosts the Marathonian Tomb, a monument in memory of those who fought in the Marathonian Battle.

Furthermore, the area hosts two quite important technical landmarks. The first is the Marathon Dam, which resulted in the creation of an artificial lake that is the main supplier of water for the city of Athens. The landscape surrounding the lake is of incomparable beauty with a rich Mediterranean forest and numerous footpaths. Beside the lake, there is a picturesque cafeteria and restaurant. The second and more recent one is the Schinias Rowing Center. The center was constructed for the 2004 Athens Olympic Games and is situated within the Scinias National Park, which has been included in the NATURA network of protected sites.
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Have a wonderful time enjoying the sun and taking advantage of our services
At the Resort you will find yourselves in harmony between safety, hospitality and natural beauty
The Reception Office and the crew of the Base are ready to serve you at any moment.
Make your stay unforgettable by choosing to reside in one of our newly renovated houses or hotels of high architectural quality designed by Doxiadis Associates in 1971.
Taste traditional appetizers while enjoying the magnificent sea view by the tavern veranda.
Enjoy a coffee, a cake or an ice cream at the Cafeteria with a floral view.

The organized restaurant offers a vast variety of Mediterranean dishes.
Exercise at our sport facilities and relax taking a walk at the magnificent green scenery.
Children will enjoy the organized playground.

Visit the church of St. Marina.

Take advantage of the adult or the children's open-air cinema.
Enjoy your stay at the recently renovated and fully equipped houses
Contact Numbers of N.B.N.E. - Naval Officers’ Resort:
Calling Center: +30 22940 60000
Reception Desk: +30 22940 60110
FAX: +30 22940 60940